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At this time, we are actively conducting a special witnessing 

campaign by making use of True Mother's autobiography, Mother of 

Peace, which is the best possible tool that Heaven could have 

prepared for this time. Specifically, we set the goal of each family 

distributing forty-three autobiographies by the anniversary of True 

Father's Seonghwa as a means of witnessing and to help fulfill True 

Parents' hope and expectation for the salvation of all humankind. 

 

In fact, it as if True Mother herself has been witnessing to the entire 

population of Japan, one hundred and twenty million people. The 

Japanese version of True Mother's autobiography has sold four 

hundred thousand copies at the time of writing. I am pleased to 

introduce one of the testimonies from the field. A prospective 

member, who is in fact the wife of one member's older brother, 

dreamed of True Mother one night. This is how she described this 

holy visitation: 

 

When I opened the door at the sound of the doorbell, I discovered True Mother there with an 

attendant and three white horses. At once I recognized, True Mother has come to my house! 

Intense emotions welled up in my heart. Moreover, my own daughter was beside True Mother; it 

appeared to me as if True Mother had said something to my daughter. Whatever True Mother had 

said to her moved my daughter's heart and she was weeping. 

 

The horses had brilliant saddles on them and appeared to be ones of a quality that only noble 

people ride. I was so happy that I saw the white horses with golden saddles, on which I read the 

words, "Dreams will come true." 

 

Then the scene changed. I had returned to my bedroom and had gotten into bed. Unexpectedly, 

True Mother was right in front of my eyes. She held out her hand and placed in upon her 

autobiography. It looked as if True Mother were a United States president placing her hand upon 

the Holy Bible during a presidential inauguration. 

 

As True Mother went to place her hand upon her autobiography, Mother of Peace, while her hand 

momentarily hovered over it, her autobiography turned red. This so excited me that the visual 

impression it made did not fade from my mind for some time. I clearly understood that her 

autobiography has formidable power. 

 

That prospective member is studying Exposition of the Divine Principle eagerly with her daughter now. In 

this manner, True Mother's autobiography shows astonishing and truly effective power, like a heavenly, 

love-empowered Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) as many of our Japanese members have 

personally experienced through their focused witnessing activity. True Mother encouraged us to "Bring 

rebirth to Japan through this autobiography" and asked us "to make effective use of my autobiography in 

order to make a profound heavenly impression on all of Japan." 

 

The autobiography serves as an effective textbook which we can say is making a deep, life-changing 

impression, not only when used in witnessing to people who are encountering True Parents for the first 

time but also in our outreach and educational efforts to persuade prominent people such as governors, 

mayors, local assembly members and national assembly members to accept True Parents. 

 

We will accomplish two major goals for both for the sake of individuals and for the sake of the whole -- 

family-level restoration, as an increasing number of individual families claim victory through registration 

as Cheonbo families for their personal and ancestral benefit, and national restoration by establishing a 

national foundation through each blessed family conducting outreach activity, witnessing to 430 families 

to become victorious Cheonbo families, utilizing True Mother's autobiography. 

 

In the end, I'm praying for True Mother's health and ease and praying for the health and success of single 

members and blessed members and their families all over the world, under the dire circumstance that 

COVID-19 is still spreading globally.  


